The discovery of association rules is an important and challenging data mining task. Most of the existing algorithms for finding association rules require multiple passes over the entire database, and I/O overhead incurred is extremely high for very large databases. An obvious approach to reduce the complexity of association rule mining is sampling. In recent times, several sampling-based approaches have been developed for speeding up the process of association rule mining. A proficient progressive sampling-based approach is presented for mining association rules from large databases. At first, frequent itemsets are mined from an initial sample and subsequently, the negative border is computed from the mined frequent itemsets. Based on the support computed for the midpoint itemset in the sorted negative border, the sample size is either increased or association rules are mined from it. In this paper, we have presented an extensive analysis of the progressive sampling-based approach with different real life datasets and, in addition, the performance of the approach is evaluated with the well-known association rule mining algorithm, Apriori. The experimental results show that accuracy and computation time of the progressive sampling-based approach is effectively improved in mining of association rules from the real life datasets.
Introduction
For the past three decades, companies and organizations have stockpiled not only gigabytes but terabytes of data. This data presents a great untapped opportunity for knowledge discovery. Data mining emerged in 1990s and has a big impact in business, industry, and science [1, 2] . Fundamentally, Data mining is the process of extracting hidden information from large amount of raw data and using it to make crucial business decisions [3, 4] . Data mining makes use of methods, algorithms, and techniques from a diversity of disciplines in order to mine valuable information and makes use of massive amounts of data [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Data Mining is also called data archeology, data dredging and data harvesting [10] . On the whole, data mining tasks can be categorized into two types: Descriptive mining and Predictive mining [11] . Descriptive data mining means to summarize data and to emphasize their interesting properties, whereas predictive data mining targets to construct models to estimate potential behaviors. Some of the descriptive mining techniques are Clustering, Association Rule Mining and Sequential Pattern mining [12] . Association Rule mining [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] which is one of the most imperative and well analyzed techniques of data mining was first introduced in [20] . Mining appealing correlations, frequent patterns, associations or casual structures among sets of items in the transaction databases or other data repositories is the foremost intention of ARM [3] . The problem to mine association rules [21] is divided into two sub problems. First of all, we have to find all the frequent itemset [22, 23] in the database and then build the association rule using the frequent item set. The typical example is supermarket shopping-basket analysis which tracks and records the set of all items purchased in that transaction, where each record in the database is a demonstration of a distinct shopping transaction. The mining of association rule, PQR→XY, for instance, is equivalent to an assertion that "shoppers who buy items P, Q and R are also likely to buy items X and Y at the same time." For marketing and planning purposes, this kind of association is implicitly of substantial interest [24] . With substantial amounts of data being constantly collected and stored, several industries are becoming enthusiastic about mining association rules from their databases [3] . The two processes for the extraction of information from the massive databases are computation and I/O intensive processes that guarantee in making the quick response time complexity. For minimizing the I/O traffic concerned in data-intensive applications, researchers have estimated the feasibility of using sampling [25] to reduce the dataset size [26] . Sampling, which is a powerful data reduction technique, can be utilized to a variety of problems in database systems and data mining. Therefore, instead of running mining algorithms on the entire warehouse, a number of large companies consistently operate mining algorithms on a sample of their data [27] and can also accelerate the mining process by more than an order of magnitude [28] . The most important challenge for developing sampling-based algorithms stems from the provable fact that the frequency of an itemset in a sample can change from the frequency in the entire database. Such luck-of-the draw fluctuations can lead to some missing itemsets which are frequent in the database but may not frequent in the sample and also false itemsets which are frequent in the sample but may not be frequent in the database [27] . Anyhow, sampling inevitably generates incorrect association rules that are invalid in regard to the entire database. In such circumstances, a key to the success of the sampling process is to identify an appropriate sample size. In order to choose an appropriate sample size, progressive sampling which is a well-known approach in the literature is put into use [29] . While considering a small subset of data, progressive sampling has been recently proposed as an approach in order to attain feasible results. Functionally, progressive sampling initiates with a small sample of data and then progressively increases the size until the accuracy (or other performance measure) is no longer improved [30] . In our earlier research [31, 32] , we presented an efficient progressive sampling-based approach for mining of association rules from huge databases. The approach selects an initial sample based on the temporal characteristics of the database and the size of an input database. Initially, frequent itemsets are mined from the initial sample using Apriori algorithm. Subsequently, the negative border is computed and the itemsets in the negative border are sorted based on their support level. The midpoint itemset is scanned on the remaining set of records in the input database to find the support level. If the support of the midpoint itemset is greater than the user specified support, the chosen sample size is progressively increased. This procedure is repeated until an optimal sample size is obtained and then, association rules are mined from the optimal sample. Finally, the support of the mid point itemset is analyzed with the different percentage of databases. The empirical validation provides the suitable database size for conducting the midpoint itemset scan. In this article, we validate our earlier approach with different real life datasets and find the appropriate database size for performing midpoint itemset scan. Furthermore, our prior approach is evaluated with the Apriori algorithm in terms of accuracy and time complexity. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the review of related researches on sampling-based association rule mining. Section 3 presents the progressive sampling-based approach for association rule mining. The experimental results and comparative analysis is given in Section 4. Conclusion is summed up in Section 5.
Review of related researches
A handful of researches are available in the literature for sampling-based association rule mining. A brief review of some of the significant researches is presented here. Basel A. Mahafzah et al. [33] have demonstrated a parameterized sampling algorithm for association rule mining. Based on three criteria such as transaction frequency, transaction length and transaction frequency-length, the parameterized sampling algorithm derives sample datasets. Using real and synthetic datasets, a comparison against a two-phase sampling based algorithm was performed in order to estimate their algorithm's performance and accuracy. In a few cases, the experimental results showed that the proposed sampling algorithm surpassed the two-phase sampling algorithm concerning accuracy. Cai-Yan Jia and Xie-Ping Gao [34] have demonstrated an adaptive, on-line, high-speed sampling strategy for promptly achieving estimated association rules acceptably at suitable sample size. The proposed strategy was motivated by MRA (Multi-Resolution Analysis) and the Shannon sampling theorem. Both theoretical analysis and empirical study have ensured that their algorithm achieved better speed-accuracy trade-off. Chuang K.T. et al. [29] have proposed Sampling Error Estimation (SEE) which was a progressive sampling algorithm. The major purpose of the Sampling Error Estimation (SEE) was to identify a suitable sample size for mining association rules. Beyond earlier works in the literature, sampling error estimation has two benefits. First of all, without performing any association rules a suitable sample size was estimated. Therefore, it was highly proficient. Secondly, in order to accomplish a satisfactorily accurate result, the association rules can be executed with high efficiency on a sample of this sample size. Therefore, the sample size was very precise. By investigating several samples with identical size in solitary database scan, it can considerably scale down the importance of randomness. The credit has thus been given for the excellence of sampling error estimation. By experimenting on a variety of real data and synthetic data, sampling error estimation can accomplish very remarkable improvement in efficiency. Yanrong Li and Raj P. Gopalan [35] have identified the adequate sample size for sampling large datasets with replacement using the central limit theorem. The proposed approach, which was pragmatic for association rules mining, demands smaller sample size rather than depending on the Chernoff bounds. On both dense and sparse datasets, the efficiency of the method has been estimated. Tsau Young Lin [36] have analyzed the relation lattices on V and a sample V' (a subset). The analysis is done that only very specialized types of samples are capable of having the "same" association rules as those of the original universe where "same" conveys the allowance of some statistical errors. In other terms, special attention on the sampling is needed in order to find association rules fully. By mere random sampling, it is impracticable to fully reflect the association rules of the original universe. Venkatesan T. et al. [37] have introduced an extensive theoretical analysis of the sampling technique for the association rule mining problem. For solving frequent itemset mining and association rule mining problems, the sampling based technique was used. This technique was implemented by using a sample whose size is independent of both the number of items and the number of transactions. Thus, the feasibility of speeding up the whole process of association rule mining for massive databases was established by working with a small sample during the preservation of any expected degree of accuracy. Y. Zhao et al. [38] have demonstrated a hybrid theoretical bound of sample size for frequent itemsets discovering and association mining. The suggested hybrid theoretical bound created the theoretical sample size not as much as traditional Chernoff bounds. This was efficiently done by combining the additive error bound and the multiplicative error bound. The sample size is about an order of magnitude smaller than the traditional Chernoff bounds proved by theoretical analysis. The experiment results described the effectiveness of the proposed bounds. Bin Chen Exelixis et al. [27] have presented a two-phase sampling-based algorithm, FAST (Finding Associations from Sampled Transactions) for mining association rules in large database. In Phase I, a substantial initial sample of transactions was gathered and then used to calculate the support of each individual item in the database quickly and accurately. In Phase II, in order to curtail "outlier" transactions or to choose "representative" transactions from the initial sample, these estimated supports were used. This helps in forming a small final sample that more accurately reflects the statistical characteristics of the entire database. In an empirical study, FAST was able to achieve 90 − 95% accuracy using a final sample which had a size of only 15 − 33% of that of a comparable random sample. In combination with almost any typical association-rule algorithm, the sampling technique can be exploited, and can potentially surmount other scalable algorithms that mine "count" data.
Progressive sampling-based approach for effective association rule mining
This section describes the progressive sampling-based approach [31, 32] for effective association rule mining. Progressive sampling-based approach is used to speed up the process of association rule mining with acceptable accuracy. Association rule mining can be done in two different phases, namely (i) frequent itemsets generation (ii) mining of association rules. The first step of the ARM process leads to the computational and I/O requirements. In order to reduce computational and I/O requirements encountered in frequent itemsets generation, sampling is a better way to resolve it [37] . In data mining, a significant role has been executed using sampling which acts as a powerful data reduction tool performed at some cost to accuracy. The computational cost and I/O overhead of mining are decreased remarkably using these sampling-based approaches since, compared to the original database, the mining algorithms have to deal only with the small datasets. Repeatedly, samples show good enough accuracy with far less computational cost. Anyhow, the choice of the right size of the sample for ARM is usually not known [39] . Therefore, for determining a suitable sample size, researchers are now focused on progressive sampling. Progressive sampling starts with an initial sample of data and gradually increases the sample size until an acceptable accuracy (or other performance measure) is obtained [29] . One important aspect of progressive sampling is to choose an initial sample of data from the original database. Most of the sampling based approaches presented in the literature select an initial sample randomly without considering any aspects of the database. It may be difficult to obtain an optimal sample. Hence, for obtaining an optimal sample, our earlier approach makes use of following techniques.
1. Temporal characteristics-based sample selection. The primary intent of our earlier research is to discover the association rules from the original database and at the same time, it should be capable of providing less computation time with accuracy. To facilitate, the approach used the progressive sampling-based technique for discovering the optimal sample size with the help of negative border. The important steps used for effective mining of association rules, which is based on the progressive sampling-based approach are as follows:
1. Selection of initial sample S (systematic sampling) of size ' ' from the original database (D) by making use of temporal characteristics.
2. Mining of frequent itemsets using Apriori algorithm and generate the negative border.
3. Sorting of the negative border itemsets in accordance with their support level of itemsets.
4. Selection of the midpoint itemset from the sorted negative border. 6. If the support computed for the midpoint itemset is less than the user specified support, the chosen sample is known as optimal sample. Otherwise, the sample size ' ' is increased and steps 2-5 are performed progressively until an optimal sample size is achieved.
The pseudo code of the progressive sampling-based approach is given below. The different steps involved in the progressive sampling-based approach are detailed in the following sub-sections.
Selection of sample
The chief step of the progressive sampling-based approach is the selection of a preliminary sample S from the concrete databaseD. The number of transactions in the database D (database size) is used to determine the size of the initial sample . The temporal (time-dependant) characteristics of data presented in database D are considered for the effectual selection of the individual itemsets in the sample S . Generally, data mining researchers have used random sampling as the reference method for sample selection, wherein, the transactions for the sample are chosen arbitrarily. In the progressive sampling-based approach, we make use of systematic sampling for selecting the transactions for the sample. Earlier researches have shown that the sample size is independent of the original database size and can be large, sometimes larger than the original database [28] . Based on the above fact, in our earlier approach, we empirically begin with an initial sample (10% of the database).
Mining of frequent itemsets
Apriori algorithm is applied on the initial sample S , for mining possible frequent itemsets F that satisfy the minimum support.
Apriori algorithm
Agrawal et al. in 1993 introduced the Apriori algorithm which is the first and the most renowned algorithm for association rule mining. By scanning the database D, the Apriori algorithm generates all possible candidate itemsets. Then, it confirms repetitiously whether the candidate itemset C is a subset of T , and thus, it computes the frequency of the itemset. Then, it ensures whether the frequency of the candidate itemset is greater than the minimum support or not. The itemsets which fulfill this minimum support condition are termed as frequent itemsets. The apriori algorithm [13] is given as follows. 
Computation of negative border
Negative border itemsets can be defined as those I temsets that do not satisfy the minimum support. The negative border itemsets can be determined in every pass P of the Apriori algorithm on the sample S . For every pass P , the algorithm discovers the frequent itemsets and, all those itemsets that are infrequent in the pass P of Apriori are stored as the negative border. The candidate itemsets and the generated frequent itemsets from the initial sample S are represented as C and F , apparently, C ⊆ S and F ⊆ C . The mathematical expression to compute the negative border is,
NB(S ) = F ∀ ; NB(S ) ⊆ C

For example, consider a set of distinct items in the sample S as {A B C D E} and the frequent itemsets with minimum support as F = {A} {B} {C } {AB} {AC } {ABC }. The negative border computed using the above mathematical expression is given as, NB(S ) = {{D} {E} {BC }}
Progressive sampling
Incorporation of negative border into progressive sampling for finding an optimal sample size has been a deciding factor in determining the efficiency of the progressive sampling-based approach. The steps involved are: At first, the negative border itemsets determined are sorted in descending order based on their support levels in the initial sample S . Then, the midpoint itemset from the sorted negative border is selected and the itemset's support is determined in the left behind records of the database D1 of size '( − )', where D1 = D − S . The chief motivation behind selecting the midpoint itemset for the above process is that, the last itemset of the sorted negative border has the least possibility to be frequent in the original database, whereas the first itemset of the sorted list is more likely to be a frequent in the original database. If the support of the midpoint itemset in negative border is less than the minimum support threshold provided by the user i.e., support (NB (S ) < ), then the chosen sample is considered as an optimal sample to find the most frequent itemsets and association rules of the large database. Else, (support (NB (S )) ), the optimal sample is to be determined by making use of the progressive sampling approach that iteratively increases the sample size, until the support of the midpoint itemset is less than the minimum support. The sample size is then progressively increased with certain percentages ( %) and the whole process is repeated again. The size of the sample in each progression is determined by
S S N ( % ) = S S ( % ) + ( % )
The above procedure is repeated iteratively until an optimal sample is determined and finally, the association rules are mined from the optimal sample.
Determining a fitting database size for midpoint itemset scan
After identifying the optimal sample, different percentage of database D1 is analyzed to identify an appropriate database size ' ' for performing midpoint itemset scan. This helps to improve the progressive sampling-based approach for reducing the computational overhead incurred. In general, databases of different organizations grow up at constant pace keeping their temporal characteristics intact. Hence, if we could find an optimal database D1 of some size during the first trail of ARM, then it would serve a world of good for the subsequent trails. We try out midpoint itemset scan at different percents say 90%, 60% and more of the database D1 of size ( − ) in order to determine an optimal sized database D1. The process is done at different levels of the database D1 until we obtain the results similar to that of the database scan D1 of size ( − ). Finally, we determine a suitable database size ' ' based on the analysis results.
Experimental results and comparative analysis
This section describes the experimental results and extensive analysis of progressive sampling-based approach in mining of association rules. The progressive sampling-based approach is implemented in Java (jdk 1.6). For experimentation, we have taken different dataset from Frequent Itemset Mining Dataset Repository 1 . The datasets such as Chess, Mushroom and Connect were prepared by Roberto Bayardo from the UCI datasets 2 . The Traffic accident data was donated by Karolien Geurts and it contains (anonymized) traffic accident data. The real life Retail dataset was donated by Tom Brijs and contains the (anonymized) retail market basket data from an anonymous Belgian retail store. Several researches [40] [41] [42] [43] have used these different dataset for evaluating the performance of their approach in mining of frequent itemsets. Furthermore, we have generated one synthetic dataset that contains 29 200 transactions with 13 items for evaluation. For evaluating the performance of the progressive sampling-based approach, we have chosen the well-known association rule mining algorithm, Apriori. We have chosen the parameters such as, i) Time complexity ii) Accuracy for comparing our earlier approach with the Apriori. (i) Accuracy: Accuracy is the primary criterion for evaluating the performance of the algorithms. Here, for accuracy comparison, we have taken into account the number of similar rules generated by our prior approach with the Apriori using the formulae, (accuracy= number of similar rules/total number of rules). Furthermore, comparison is made by making use of different datasets given in Table 1 . The following graphs ensure that the accuracy of our earlier approach is almost identical to the Apriori algorithm in various datasets. (ii) Time complexity: Time is one of the significant measures that can be used to determine the complexity of the algorithms. In simple terms, it can be defined as the runtime of the algorithm. The need for sampling in ARM was aggravated due to the fact that association rule algorithms require multiple passes over the whole database and subsequently the database size is by far the most influential factor of the execution time for very large databases. Thus, one important measure that illustrates the effectiveness of the sampling-based approaches is the time incurred to complete ARM. The run time of our earlier approach and the Apriori algorithm is computed for different datasets and the results are shown in the following graphs. The results shows that the computation time of our earlier approach is reduced significantly compared with the Apriori and at the same time, the model accuracy is also achieved for all datasets. In addition, for different datasets, we have obtained (iii) optimal sample size and (iv) database size required for midpoint item's scan. (iii) Optimal sample size: One of the important scenarios in the progressive sampling-based approach is to find the optimal sample in mining of association rules. It concludes that the association rules can be mined only within this optimal sample rather mining the entire database. The optimal sample size (the percentage of original database) obtained for the different dataset is also given in the following tables. (iv) Analysis for finding the suitable database size:
The next procedure is to analyze the different percentage of database for scanning the midpoint itemset'. Here, after finding the optimal sample, the midpoint itemset from the negative border list is selected and the support of the midpoint itemset is computed on the different percentage of database. Then, by analyzing the obtained result, the suitable database size is identified. In addition, the time incurred to scan the midpoint itemset is also computed. This ensures that the time complexity is reduced further, so that we can fulfill the necessity of the sampling based approaches. Table 1 illustrates the datasets used in the progressive sampling-based approach for performance evaluation.
Chess dataset
Accuracy
The accuracy is almost identical for both approaches namely, Apriori and progressive sampling-based approach. It means that our prior approach generated almost similar rules compared with Apriori. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 1 .
Computation time
The run time performance of both approaches is plotted as a graph which is shown in Fig. 2 .
Optimal sample size
The optimal sample size for association rule mining is identified for various support levels. It is given in Table 2 .
Appropriate database size for midpoint itemset scan
The processing time obtained for different ' %' of the databases for different support levels such as, 92, 94, 96 and 98 is presented in Fig. 4 . By analyzing the plotted graph shown in Fig. 3 , the support of midpoint itemset is not changed significantly for different percentage of databases. As a result, only 30% of database is required for midpoint itemset scan. 
Mushroom dataset
Accuracy
The progressive sampling-based approach discovered almost similar rules mined by Apriori. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 5 . From the Fig. 5 , both approaches achieve almost similar accuracy for support 60, 80 and 90. 
Computation time
The run time performance of both approaches is plotted as a graph shown in Fig. 6 . This ensures that our prior approach outperformed compared with Apriori.
Optimal sample size
The optimal sample size for mining the association rules is given in Table 3 for different support threshold. Appropriate database size for midpoint itemset scan
The processing time obtained for different ' %' of the databases is presented in Fig. 8 . The percentage of database required for various support such as, 60, 70, 80 and 90 is 90%, 60%, 100% and 90% respectively. The result is obtained by analyzing the plotted graph shown in Fig. 7 . 
Connect dataset
Accuracy
Connect dataset achieves almost identical accuracy in terms of similar association rules mined. The accuracy graph for connect dataset is shown in Fig. 9 .
Computation time
The run time performance of both approaches is plotted as a graph shown in Fig. 10 . 
Optimal sample size
For various support, the optimal sample size for mining the association rules rather than mining the entire database is given in Table 4 . 
Appropriate database size for midpoint itemset scan
The midpoint item's support is not considerably changed for different percentage of databases. Thus, only 30% of database is sufficient for midpoint itemset scan as per Fig. 11 . For different support, the processing time obtained for different ' %' of the databases is presented in Fig. 12. 
Traffic accident data
Accuracy
Accuracy graph of the traffic accident data is shown in Fig. 13 for both the approaches. It shows that our prior approach generate almost similar number of association rules compared with Apriori. Figure 13 . Accuracy graph of Traffic accident dataset.
Computation time
The computation time required for mining the association rules from the traffic accident data is plotted as a graph shown in Fig. 14 . 
Optimal sample size
The optimal sample size obtained based on our earlier approach is given in Table 5 .
Appropriate database size for midpoint itemset scan
The processing time required for scanning the midpoint itemset on different ' %' of the databases is presented in Fig. 16 . The midpoint item's support on different percentage of database is given in Fig. 15 . For support=58, there is significant variation in the midpoint item's support values computed for percentage of database 90%, 60%. Based on this, we identify a suitable database size ' = 90%' for scanning a midpoint itemset. For support=60, there is considerable variation for percentage of database 90%, 60%. Thus, we select a suitable database size ' = 90%' for performing midpoint itemset scan. For support = 62, the variation of support values exists for percentage of database 60%, 30%. Therefore, we identify a suitable database size ' = 60%' for performing midpoint itemset scan. For support = 64, there exists extensive variation for percentage of database 60%, 30%. Thus, for performing midpoint itemset scan, we identify an appropriate database size ' = 60%'.
Synthetic data
Accuracy
A number of similar association rules mined by our earlier approach are presented in Fig. 17 for various supports. 
Computation time
The computation time required for mining the association rules from the traffic accident data is plotted as a graph shown in Fig. 18 . 
Optimal sample size
The optimal sample size obtained for synthetic data is given in Table 6 .
Appropriate database size for midpoint itemset scan
The processing time required for scanning the midpoint itemset on different ' %' of the databases is presented in Fig. 20 .
Using the plotted graph shown in Fig. 19 , for support = 15, 25, 35 and 45, extensive variation is occurred in the support values computed for percentage of database 60%, 30%. Thus, we identify an appropriate database size ' = 60%' for performing midpoint itemset scan. 
Retail data
Accuracy
From the Retail dataset, the progressive sampling-based approach almost discovers all the rules mined by Apriori. The Fig. 21 shows the attained results. In Fig. 21 , both approaches achieve identical accuracy for support 10, and 25. 
Computation time
The run time performance of both approaches is plotted as a graph shown in Fig. 22 . This ensures that our prior approach outperforms the Apriori. 
Optimal sample size
The optimal sample size for mining the association rules is given in Table 7 for different support threshold. Fig. 23 . The processing time obtained for different ' %' of the databases is presented in Fig. 24 . 
Conclusion
We have presented an extensive analysis of the progressive sampling-based approach for association rule mining using various real life datasets. The performance of the approach is compared with the well-known association rule mining algorithm, Apriori in terms of accuracy and computation time. The empirical validation on real life datasets is performed and the suitable sample size is identified for association rule mining. Furthermore, for midpoint itemset scan, appropriate database size is obtained for various datasets such as, chess, mushroom, accident data. Finally, the experimental results ensure that our prior approach is effectively mining the association rules and almost, it provides better accuracy and less computation time compared with Apriori.
